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Abstract—In this paper, we will present a state of the art 

in using multi-agent technology for wireless sensor 

networks where the main goal is the conception of 

software architecture and the network organization 

dedicated to optimization, performance analysis, and 

monitoring. Then we explore in particular, the issues of 

topology control and works in this field and the use of 

multi-agent systems. Finally we will propose an agent 

based algorithm for fault tolerance and topology control 

in a wireless sensor network. Our proposal consists to 

embed an agent at each node that is responsible for 

selecting its parent node or the next hop to the sink when 

transferring packets. The process of parent change is 

based on the computation of a fault tolerance degree 

which is calculated periodically by the agent in 

cooperation with neighboring nodes, in addition to other 

parameters such as the number of hops, the energy and 

the quality of link. Simulation results show that this 

method of changing parent allows a fault tolerant network 

with enhanced life time compared with the collect tree 

protocol CTP used for data gathering in a wireless sensor 

network. 

 

Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, multi-agent 

systems, monitoring, topology. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The ad hoc nature of wireless sensor networks (WSN) 

[1], its cost which is continuously decreasing and the easy 

deployment are among factors that have contributed to 

increasing applications exploiting this technology.  

Research in this domain is active as WSNs also pose 

problems implicating several disciplines to solve them. In 

addition to the usual problems studied in computer 

networks (wired and wireless networks) generally 

interested in routing, localization, transfer, control, 

surveillance and security, WSNs have the problem of 

energy consumption to be optimized in order to have 

reliable and fault tolerant networks with a reduction of 

energy consumption and a certain quality of service.  

The multi-agent systems (MAS) [2] have a principle 

that can be easily adapted and integrated in complex 

systems due to their fully decentralized approach. They 

are specially used to model phenomena where global 

behavior emerges from the local behavior of system 

entities and/or components. These components have the 

ability to percept, process, act and react in their 

environment.  

The complexity of wireless sensor networks structure 

and the distributed processing capacity, when the number 

of nodes increases, conduct us thinking to exploit 

developments made in multi-agent systems field to 

improve networks performances and simplify their design. 

Indeed, recent trends toward this integration of multi-

agent approaches in WSN technology are introduced in 

many levels and operating aspects. So we find works that 

propose software architectures for applications and 

services [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Others are interested in network 

organization and cooperation between nodes [1, 8, 9, 10] 

that clustering has a dominant preoccupation for this 

category. A lot of works based on agents treat routing 

problems in WSN with different applications such as in 

[11] and [12]. Finally, monitoring and mobility are also 

subject of several studies [13, 14, 15, 8, 16] and [17] 

where the use of bio-inspired principles seem interesting 

with multi-agent systems to solve problems related to 

mobility as well as scheduling tasks.  

Also, these works can be divided into two classes: the 

first considers the sensor network as a multi agent system; 

it means that application of agent technology consists to 

implant the same agent for all nodes to have a 

cooperative functioning between nodes. The second class 

provides multi-agent systems adapted to the logical 

structure of a WSN. For example, in a clustered network, 

we found node agents, cluster agents, and region agents 

etc ... or agents are adapted to the functional structure in a 

single node, for example an agent for communication, 

another for control, another one for coordination,… etc.  

 Supervision or monitoring is a set of techniques used 

to increase the performance of WSN, optimize life time 

and ensure fault tolerance property using all network 

parameters that prevent or detect dysfunctions in the 

system.  

The physical limits of the wireless node and variation 

in the wireless links quality are challenges to give high 

availability of services, in particularly for WSN 

applications, where it is necessary to create mechanisms 
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to identify and reduce or solve the problem of energy 

hole. The energy hole can be caused by congestion or 

frequent use of path which is the reason of the premature 

death of nodes.  

The main approach for load balancing and fault 

tolerance in sensor networks is the maintenance of a 

topology that guarantees good conditions of transfer. 

Indeed, the use of multiple paths helps to balance the 

energy consumption of nodes and divide the flow of 

packets on all possible paths. This mechanism also 

reduces the delay and packet loss which is called also 

transfer with quality of service. The topology used plays 

an important role in achieving these goals.  

Topology control consists in use of network parameters 

to generate or maintain a topology which warranty a good 

operating and a better life time to the network. We find in 

the literature several works on the topology control in 

wireless sensor networks but a few numbers of studies 

use agent technology in this field. For this, we propose in 

this paper a multi-agent approach for topology control in 

wireless sensor networks to optimize the life time, and 

improve fault tolerance in the network.  

Our work is to use several network parameters of the 

node and its neighborhood to give a metric called 

tolerance degree for each node. This metric is calculated 

by the node itself in cooperation with its neighbors. When 

transferring packets, this degree will be used to choose 

qualified nodes to this transfer in order to ensure a better 

life time with fault tolerance and without affecting the 

quality of service.  

The rest of this paper contains in the following section 

a classification of works that use multi-agent systems in 

wireless sensor networks, then a proposal in the same 

context on the agent based topology control, and finally 

we will study the performance of this proposal.  

 

II.  USING MAS IN WSN 

The multi-agent approach aims to use multi-agent 

system in a WSN, each agent is associated to a node and 

has a proper code that can be executed locally with the 

ability to move between them for processing or gathering 

information. The authors of [18] provide the motivation 

for using this approach. According to [19], it has many 

advantages: 

 

- Not affected by the network scalability. 

- Extensibility and adaptation tasks. 

- Energy Efficiency. 

- Curative and progressive system. 

 

In recent years, several researches are interested in the 

WSN distributed processing based on agent technology. 

Non-exhaustive classification of these contributions is 

given below according to their objectives and levels of 

integration in a WSN. Another classification is found in 

[18] too. 

 

 

A. Software architecture of applications and services 

These are works with a high level of abstraction that 

aim to develop architecture which is based on agent 

technology and adapted to the WSN characteristics. 

In [3], S.Mekid (2006) introduced the concept of 

intelligent sensor in the general case, he proposes 

architecture for such sensor and explains the necessary 

features for its operation when it is integrated into a 

multi-agent environment and the way in which these 

agents are combined. 

Pratik K.Biswas and al. (2008) presented in [4] an 

interoperable multi agent architecture through layers. The 

authors demonstrate the effectiveness of their method by 

comparing the client/server approach and the multi-agent 

systems in terms of execution time and energy 

consumption. The work is an extension of an existing 

model called Interoperable agent model [20]:  the new 

MAS model that includes eight agent types: Sensor Agent 

(SA), agent management system (AMS), Directory 

Facilitator (DF), which helps other agents to cooperation, 

agent communication channel (ACC), Controller 

synthesizer (CS), Data Manager (DM), Application 

Agent (AA ) and Agent Interface (AI). These agents are 

distributed in a sensor network that may contain both 

wired and IP nodes. The communication between agents 

is provided by XML messages. 

After their work on the MWAC model (2006) (Multi-

Wireless-Agent Communication) and DIAMOND 

method [5] which is interested in embedded multi-agent 

systems, especially in wireless infrastructure, the authors 

presented in [17] a discussion on embedded systems 

design specifics that use multi-agent systems. 

In [6], Smarsly Kay and al. (2011) proposed a system 

design-based on migrant agents to define a dynamic 

operation in a WSN according to nodes requirements; this 

system was really tested on a platform for thermal 

variations treatment in experimental environment where 

performances are improved. 

The paper [7] proposes a formal model based on real-

time temporal logic for multi-agent system specification 

and evaluation when it is integrated into a WSN 

environment. Reactive decisional agents are used to take 

advantage of their ability to cooperation, reaction to 

events, communication and concurrence. 

B. Organization of the network, clustering and 

cooperation 

The authors of [1] consider WSN as an hierarchical 

MAS where the highest level is an interface agent that 

accepts user requests and distributes the tasks to the next 

lower level agents, which are defined according to 

geographical criteria and other factors, these agents are 

managed by regional agents, each region is divided into 

sub-regions called clusters managed by cluster agents, at 

the end of this hierarchy were the query agents which are 

the sensor nodes themselves. 

In order to facilitate the design and implementation of  
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WSN, Xue Wang and al. (2007) proposed in [8] a model 

as combination between mobile agents and MAS. The 

proposed architecture is hierarchically structured 

according to the roles played by each sensor in the 

network. The MAS is used for collaboration and mobile 

agents for data exchange. This model is used for 

localization and classification of acoustic targets. 

In [9], the optimization of energy consumption and 

reply time is based on MAS applied to a data collection 

algorithm for emergent events monitoring where the 

WSN is divided into dynamic clusters, this is defined by 

the event importance which determines the size and the 

lifetime of a cluster. Mobile agents traverse the network 

through cluster heads and itinerary planning is 

determined by the residual energy and the packet loss 

degree in the path. Simulation results show that the multi-

agent model has better performance in terms of energy 

consumption and replay time. 

Logical clustering model adapted to multi-agent 

operation is presented in [10]. It divides the nodes into a 

four levels hierarchy: Atom which is the node itself, 

micro that represents a group of nodes managed by a 

cluster head, meso which is the upper level clustering 

grouping a number of clusters of the same area and 

finally a virtual cluster representing the entire network. 

This logical structure can change after an event. At each 

level is assigned a type of agent cooperating with the 

higher level agent to accomplish the network operation. 

C. Routing 

The problem of routing in WSN was the subject of 

several works. The paper [21] of A. M. Popescu and al. 

(2012) presents a survey on different routing approaches 

especially those based on position. We give here some 

other works on routing and which use multi agent 

systems for there implementation. 

Min Liu and al. (2012) treated the routing problem in 

[11]. The paper proposes a new agent based routing 

algorithm with quality of service in WSN. The MAS is 

used to manage the topology changes and the flow of 

communication by participating in routing and 

maintenance of paths. The method is based on a Swarm 

Intelligence principle (inspired from the collective 

intelligence system of insects and other animals). Factors 

of service quality are the latency, packet loss, energy 

conservation, etc. The MAS has two agent types: 

Forward agent FA (to establish a connection with a 

neighbor in path search) and Reverse agent RA (in 

response to build a path). 

As [11], the authors of [12] proposed in 2012 a model 

called MAM (Markovian Agent Model) which is based 

on Swarm intelligence, but using a Markov model. The 

agent operations are based on local transitions of a node 

and the influence by the probable transition of the other 

nodes (local transitions and induced transitions). 

D. Monitoring and Mobility 

The paper [13] of Matthew D. Coles and al. (2009) 

focused on mobile WSNs and offers a Bayesian model 

named BNGRAZ (Bayesian network algorithm grazing) 

for managing mobility. It is bio-inspired model that 

emulates the behavior of herbivores grazing pastures. The 

WSN in question contains some mobile nodes to adjust 

coverage and connectivity. The choice of itinerary taken 

by a mobile node is based on the probability of 

disconnection or inaccessibility, this probability is 

calculated using information provided by neighbors. 

As [13] Saamaja Vupputuri and al. (2010) proposed in 

[14] a similar principle but with the aim of optimizing the 

life time and satisfy requested quality of service using 

data collectors that form clusters by changing position, 

the movements are made according to objective and not 

by probability. 

A self-adaptation strategy for scheduling of tasks in a 

WSN is presented in [15] and based on the MAS, in 

addition a mathematical model which is proposed for 

dynamic tasks allocation. The algorithm has a collective 

intelligence functioning called PSO (Particle Swarm 

Optimization algorithm). According to this article, the 

advantages of applying agent theories and technologies to 

the WSN are as follows:  

 

- Contribute to formally analyze and design network 

activities and organization. 

- Expand the WSN intelligence and create an 

autonomous network system.  

- Reduce the redundancy of sensing data and data 

flow.  

- Save the energy of the WSN and effectively extend 

the network lifetime. 

- Achieve the dynamic application of the WSN and 

highly flexible strategy of task scheduling. 

 

Xue Wang and al. (2007) resumed their model of [8] in 

[16] to implement a trading and tasks sharing system in 

multimedia WSNs in order to optimize resource 

management and the classification result. In [5], each 

node plays a specific role in its neighborhood, this role is 

determined by an embedded agent in the node itself by 

cooperation with neighboring nodes agent. If the node is 

in the area of intersection of multiple clusters, it has the 

role of liaison or gateway else it has the simple role of 

data capture, and finally a representative or cluster head 

is elected in the cluster to manage the set. Mobility and 

node failures are well handled by this structure. 

To optimize the problem of tasks scheduling and data 

transmission in video WSN, the work presented by 

Huang Hai-ping and al. (2009) in [17] introduce a set of 

intelligent algorithms associated to agents based on 

genetic algorithms, ant colony algorithms or mixed 

algorithms (Fig.1). 

 

 

Fig.1. MAS for tasks allocation in [17]
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Each agent (representing a node) decides to participate 

or not in a target detection regarding to the following 

criteria: 

 

- S: denotes the status set {busy, free} of the current 

node; 

- E: depicts whether or not the current node has enough 

energy to accomplish the assignment; 

- α: angle of vision of the camera on the x-axis (right to 

left); 

- β: angle of vision on the y-axis (up and down); 

- q: determines the required quality of picture by the 

monitoring process. 

 

The results show that the algorithms used less energy 

compared to the performance of AODV protocol. 

E. Topology control 

Topology control consists to use multiple network 

parameters. These parameters can be: radio range, state or 

role of node. 

The majority of works that use multi-agent systems to 

the topology control are based on hierarchical structures 

with clusters which is more adapted for MAS running on 

several levels like [6] and [9]. Other factors may be used 

in a cooperative manner to obtain a good topology control. 

This is what we will discuss later in this paper. First, we 

recall the principles and techniques used in this field and 

works that exists. According to [22], it exist three main 

techniques for topology control: 

E.1. Power Adjustment Approach 

The power adjustment approach allows nodes to vary 

their transmission power to reduce energy incurred in 

transmission. Rather than transmitting at maximum 

transmission power, nodes work in a collaborative 

manner to adjust and find the appropriate transmission 

power to form a connected network. For example in Fig.2, 

the links N1 - N4 and N2 - N4 are unused by reducing the 

radio range of these nodes. 

 

 

Fig.2. Topology control by adjusting the radio range 

Protocols representing this technique are Minimum 

Energy Communication Network (MECN) [23], and its 

extension SMECN [24] for Small MECN and COMPOW 

[25] that conserves energy nodes using the minimum 

power level that guarantees connectivity of the network. 

E.2. Power Mode Approach 

In addition to the techniques used by the MAC layer 

protocols and when the number of deployed nodes is 

sufficient, redundancy of nodes can be exploited to get a 

better topology by changing the state of a node between 

active and sleep to avoid unnecessary exchanges between 

nodes. GAF (Geographical Adaptive Fidelity) [26] is an 

example of a protocol that uses a principle of equivalent 

nodes, it allows a node to switch between sleep, 

discovery and active states as shown in Fig.3. 

 

 

Fig.3. State Transitions in GAF 

Also in STEM (Sparse Topology and Energy 

Management) [27], a maximum of nodes is set to the 

sleep state for energy network economy. This approach is 

adapted for applications with low data transfer. Finally, 

ASCENT (Adaptive Self-Configuring Sensor Network 

Topologies) [28] is a self-reconfigurable algorithm that 

allows nodes to locally measure the operating conditions. 

Based on these conditions, nodes then decide whether 

they need to participate in routing or not. This algorithm 

allows a node to choose one state from test, passive, 

active or sleep. 

E.3. Hierarchical structures 

This technique is to find a structure with hierarchical 

cluster for the network. Choosing cluster heads presents a 

problem for this technique. Several contributions have 

tried to propose approaches to obtain more efficient 

clustering. Most algorithms construct a virtual backbone 

based on the connected dominating set concept (CDS) 

[29]. From these algorithms we can talk about PACDS or 

Power Aware Connected Dominating Set [30], ECDS 

Energy Efficient Distributed Connecting Dominating Sets 

[31] and TMPO or Topology Management by Priority 

Ordering [32]. 

E.4. Hybrid approaches 

The hybrid approach for topology control uses in 

general a combination between a clustering method and 

other techniques such as CLUSTERPOW algorithm [33] 

which is an improvement of COMPOW mentioned above. 

This algorithm defines several levels of clusters with 

different radio powers for communication within and 

between clusters as shown in Fig.4. 

 

 

Fig.4. Principle of the CLUSTERPOW algorithm 

A recent hybrid method of topology control using 

power adjustment and hierarchical structure of a wireless 
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network is proposed in [34] by S. T. Afshord and al. 

(2013) which is a cluster-based topology control 

algorithm called CLNeigh as combination of graph theory 

concepts and neighbor-based topology control. It builds 

an energy-efficient and a low interference topology. 

E.5. CTP protocol 

As cited in the beginning of this paper, we will 

compare the performances of our approach with the 

Collect Tree Protocol CTP [35].  

CTP is a simple tree based protocol proposed by 

O.Gnawali and al. [36] and implemented in TinyOS. CTP 

is a routing protocol that computes any cast routes to a 

single or a small number of designated sinks in a wireless 

sensor network basing only on a network parameter 

which is the link quality estimation. It uses periodic 

messages called beacons to maintain topology. A beacon 

is a packet that contains the link quality estimation 

between tow nodes. For topology change, a node uses this 

value to choose its parent from candidate neighbors. 

Topology control in CTP consists to change parents of 

nodes (next hop to the sink) when it is necessary. Each 

node maintains in its routing table a metric called ETX 

(expected transmissions) as its routing gradient. The ETX 

of a node is the ETX of its parent plus the ETX of its link 

to this parent. It is used for validate a route by selecting 

the parent which have the lowest ETX value. The routing 

frame format is shown in Fig.5: 

 

 

Fig.5. CTP routing frame 

Where P is a bit used to request routing information 

from other nodes, C is a bit used for congestion 

notification, Parent is the node's current parent and ETX 

is the node's current routing metric value. The software 

architecture of CTP contains three subcomponents (Fig.6): 

LE for link estimator, which is responsible for 

estimating the single-hop ETX of communication with 

single-hop neighbors. 

RE for routing engine, which uses link estimates as 

well as network-level information to decide which 

neighbor is the next routing hop. 

FE for forwarding engine, which maintains a queue of 

packets to send. It decides when to send them. The 

forwarding engine is responsible for forwarded traffic as 

well as traffic generated on the node. 

 

Fig.6. CTP components interaction 

The estimation of ETX values for one hop is task of 

link estimator. For each neighbor, LE determines this 

value by considering link quality of incoming and 

outgoing links as follows: 

The quality of outgoing links QS between node v and 

its neighbor Ni is done by: 

 

QSv(Ni) = Pout(v) / Poutc(v)                 (1) 

 

Similarly, the quality of incoming links QE between a 

node v and its neighbor Ni: 

 

QEv(Ni) = Pin(v) / Pout(v)                     (2) 

 

The node v calculates the ETX value in function of 

quality Q of an outgoing or incoming link (QS or QE) as 

follows: 

 

ETX (v) = (αETX.Q + (1- αETX.Q). ETXold)          (3) 

 

Where αTD is a weighting constant. Finally, the 

equations for calculating ETX are: 

 

ETXroot = 0 for a sink                       (4) 

 

ETXnode = ETXparent + ETXlinktoparent              (5) 

 

CTP should choose the route with the lowest ETX. 

 

III.  PROPOSED METHOD 

A. The problem 

Our contribution consists to propose a hybrid and 

distributed method using MAS for wireless sensor  
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network topology control based on local decisions taken 

by the node itself, function of several parameters: residual 

energy, number of neighbors, links quality, etc. The main 

objective is to have at any time a connected, 

homogeneous and fault-tolerant network which should be 

capable to predict and avoid as much failures as possible. 

This method is inspired from influence systems, and 

requires strong cooperation between nodes. 

When transmitting data, the principle consists to select 

the most fault tolerant nodes that ensure safe transfer; we 

shall see that the resulting network gets a long duration 

connected network property. The use of MAS seems to 

be a suitable approach according to the distributed, 

cooperative and emergent principle that characterizes this 

operation. 

The role of the used MAS is to calculate for each node 

a parameter determining its state and its capacity to 

continue to go further without risk of failure such as 

energy depletion or congestion, this have to be done 

before the end of data transfer. The defined calculated 

parameter is said the tolerance degree of a node. 

Some works in this context have a similar principle 

which is based on computing one or more metrics to 

control the topology such as [37] that calculates the 

probability of node's failure, [38] which uses an 

algorithm to predict the lifetime of each node and also 

[35] based on the evaluation of the link quality between 

two nodes. So the main difference between these works is 

the choice of network parameters and how to calculate 

the value in question. In our approach, we propose 

another method where we will use the link quality 

evaluation of [35] then we add the battery status and the 

number of hops to the Sink which is also considered 

while a topology change. This principle allows us to 

express at the same time the life time and the fault 

tolerance by using the battery state, the link quality, and 

the choice of best path by integration of the measurement 

of the number of hops. A thresholding mechanism is 

implemented to avoid frequent changes in the topological 

due to minor differences. 

Before detailing our proposal, we mention recent 

works in the context of topologies with fault tolerance. 

We note that these works do not use agent technology. 

B. Related works 

We are interested here in the works on the topology 

control which are based on local settings to predict or 

estimate other values or states or to take decision in order 

to optimize performances. 

We start with [37] of Yin Rong-rong and al. (2012) 

which proposed an adaptive method for topology control 

with fault tolerance by calculating the node failure 

probability FP based on the ratio of the consumed energy 

Ec and the initial energy Einit and another fault probability 

P associated to hardware and software components, and 

we have : 

 

 

 

 

FP = P. Ec / Einit                                 (6) 

 

In [39], Dario Bruneo and al. (2012) shows that the 

introduction of Markov techniques allows to estimate the 

lifetime taking a node active-sleep cycle as a model of 

transitions with probabilities for each transition. This 

allows predicting defects. But in reality, lifetime also 

depends on the node activities when it is at active state. 

Another work using Markov models [40] of Arslan 

Munir and al. (2011) discussed Markov modeling for 

fault tolerant wireless sensor networks where the node's 

degree of tolerance is estimated according to the number 

of deployed nodes and the probability of replacement of 

all in case of failure. 

Failures in a sensor network can be detected by 

application of "fuzzy inference" according to [41] of 

Safdar Abbas Khan and al. (2012) where the sensor 

measures are compared with expected values by a neural 

network. The differences in behavior allow to detect 

anomalies. 

The lifetime of a hierarchical network is studied by Bo-

Chao Cheng and al. (2012) in [38]. It proposes an 

algorithm for lifetime prediction in better and worst cases 

in a WSN with one hop clusters where the cluster heads 

should communicate directly with the sink. The objective 

of this work is to find the best deployment for this 

topology type. 

A cooperative approach for topology control is 

proposed by Paolo Costa and al. (2009) in [42]. The 

construction of the topology consists to choose nodes that 

guarantee a degree of k-connectivity by using a minimum 

radio range.  

The stability of topology is obtained by cooperation 

between nodes to consent on the radio level under the 

constraint of k-connectivity. 

C. Proposal details 

C.1.The network model 

Related to an application domain, the nodes of network 

are deployed randomly in a known field to capture 

specific types of information; the captured data are then 

transmitted to a control station or sink. When transferring 

data, the choice of path is based on the choice of the next 

hop or parent from the current node obeying to some 

routing protocol. Here, the next hop is selected from the 

neighbors using the degree of tolerance at the time of 

transfer, so the node that has the highest degree of 

tolerance will be qualified for this transfer. We will detail 

later how to calculate this degree of tolerance. This task is 

performed by agents implanted on nodes. Fig.7 shows 

this principle where the agent is responsible for selecting 

the parent of the node that wants to transmit packets from 

neighboring candidates. Some nodes may become critical, 

so they can't be parents of other nodes. 
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Fig.7. Network model  

C.2. Topology construction 

After deployment of nodes, the sink diffuses an 

initialization message Init based on the hop count value 

HC which is zero for the sink. The neighborhood 

discovery is included in this method. Each node n 

which receives the Init message considers the sender of 

the message as the next hop for the next transmissions 

if the HC value of this last is less than the receiver node 

n. So, it does: 

 

if HC (n) > HC (init) then HC (n)  HC (init) 

 

Then it rebroadcasts the Init message. At the 

beginning, the HC values are set to infinity for all nodes 

except the sink which is initialized to zero. This 

principle allows the construction of a tree for 

transmitting data to the sink. 

C.3. Topology control method 

After the stability of the topology obtained by 

initialization process (there is no node which 

rebroadcasts the Init message), nodes calculate their 

degree of tolerance as follows, we denote: 

 

- Einit : initial energy of a node; 

- Ev  : residual energy of the node v; 

- Nv : set of neighbors of v, Ni Є Nv  is a neighbor of v; 

- Pin (Ni) : number of received packets by v from Ni 

during a period t; 

 

 

- Pout (Ni) : number of broadcast packets by Ni during 

a period t; 

- Poutc (Ni): number of correctly received packets by 

the neighbors of Ni (with acknowledgment); 

- HC(v) : hop count from v to the sink; 

- NH(v) : the next hop from v to the sink also said 

parent of v; 

 

For the calculation of tolerance degree TD, we 

propose to use the link quality and battery status of each 

node. 

The calculation of the first parameter is inspired from 

the link quality estimation used in [35] and defined by 

formulas (1), (2) and (3) of section II.5.5 of this paper. 

For battery status we consider the relationship between 

the residual energy and the initial one.  

The node v calculates its tolerance degree TD in 

function of quality Q of an outgoing or incoming link 

(QS or QE) and the battery status of the node in 

question as follows: 

 

TD (v) = (Ev/Einit).(αTD.Q +(1- αTD.Q).TDold)          (7) 

 

Where αTD is a weighting constant that can take 

values between 0 and 1 (0.9 in our case). 

The parent change procedure is based on the 

parameter values of the old parent and candidate 

neighbors. We use mainly the energy E, the degree of 

tolerance TD (old value) and the hops count HC. To 

avoid parent change when small variations in these 

parameters happen, a thresholding principle is used for 

each one. So the node v decides to choose a neighbor 

Ni as its new parent NH if the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

 

- HC (Ni) ≤ HC (v) + Threshold_HC 

- E (Ni) > E (NH (v)) + Threshold_E 

- TD (Ni) > TD (NH (v)) + Threshold_TD 

 

It is necessary to know that the verification order of 

these conditions is very important; it also depends on 

the nature of application using our approach. Here, we 

chose the hops count in first with a threshold that 

depends on the network size (number of nodes in the 

network) in order to avoid having long paths and 

therefore delaying the traffic. This may be not useful if 

the application has no time constraint. 

The algorithm shows the parent selection process 

according to the previous conditions. TE, TTD and THC 

represent the threshold values for the energy, degree of 

tolerance and the hops count respectively. The function 

Change_Parent represents a switching tool between the 

active parent and the candidate one, the TD function 

implements the degree of tolerance estimation. In this 

algorithm, the use of cited parameters is presented as a 

control system which able to configure how the 

protocol works according to the goals and objectives of 

the WSN application. 
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V.  IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

A. Simulation 

In order to validate the proposed solution in this paper 

and study its performances as well as the adaptation of a 

multi-agent model for this type of distributed algorithm, 

we have implemented our approach using the Castalia 

simulator [43] which is based on the simulator Omnet + + 

[44]. Castalia is a commonly used tool in recent years for 

WSNs simulation due to its gratuity and easy integration 

of new protocols in its software layer structure and also 

its configurable environment as needed. For our study, 

we used version 3.2 of Castalia with Omnet + + 4.2 with 

an ubuntu Linux machine. Our distributed algorithm is 

implemented as an agent implanted on each sensor node. 

The sensors form MAS where cooperation is provided by 

exchanging messages at the time of data transfer to select 

the most fault tolerant nodes and that at each hop. It is 

clear that the principle of our algorithm requires that 

agents must communicate the necessary information like 

the latest values of tolerance degree, energy and the 

number of hops. The diagram in Fig.8 below shows that 

the agent on node 3 for example has the choice to transfer 

its packets through nodes 2, 6 or 7 depending on the 

status of each one of these nodes. 

 

 

Fig.8. Principle of our algorithm 

B. Hypothesis 

To perform simulations, we consider the following 

hypothesis: 

- Initially, each node has an initial energy. 

- All sensor nodes are battery powered with limited 

energy, except the Sink. 

- Network size is specified at the beginning of each 

simulation, node 0 is chosen as Sink. 

 

The table 1 below shows other simulation parameters: 

Table 1. Wsn used parameters 

Parameter Value 

Number of nodes Up to 300 

Field Deployment 250 x 250 meters 

Deployment type Random 

Radio model CC2420 

Radio power 0dBm 

Initial energy 18720 joules 

Simulation time 100, 200, 300,. 1000 sec .. 

Thresholds: THC , TE    and TTD 20% of difference for each 

C. Results and analysis 

To demonstrate the performance of our approach 

which uses a WSN based on multi-agent system with 

fault tolerance and quality of service, we make a 

comparison with CTP protocol [35]. On figures, our 

approach is noted ATC for agent topology control. 

Fig.9 illustrates the execution of our protocol and 

shows that traffic is distributed across all nodes. This is 

assured by changing the parents according to the 

parameters of each node. For example: 

 

- (A): Construction of the initial tree 

- (B): Node 7 becomes a parent of 3 

- (C): Node 3 becomes a parent of 2 

- (D): Node 2 becomes a parent of 3 and 1 becomes a  

parent of 2 

- (E): Node 9 becomes a parent of 5 

 

 

Fig.9. Illustration

Algorithm: Parent Selection 
1: NH = Current Parent (Next Hop) 

2: Ni = Candidate neighbor 

3: if HC(Ni) < HC (NH) + THC then 

4:  if Energy (NH) = Energy (Ni)   then 

5:     if TD(NH) > TD(Ni)  + TTD   then 

6:       Change_Parent(Ni) 

7:     end if 

8:  else if   Energy(NH) < Energy (Ni)   then 

9:            if  TD(NH)  ≥ TD(Ni) + TTD   then 

10:              Change_Parent (Ni) 

11:          end if 

12:     else if Energy(NH) > Energy(Ni)   and   

            Energy (NH) ≤ Energy (Ni) + TE  then 

13:         if  TD (NH) ≥  TD (Ni)   then 

14:           Change_Parent (Ni) 

15:         end if 

16:       end if 
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Fig.10. Impact on energy consumption 

Fig.10 shows a small deference in energy consumption 

using CTP and ATC. This deference is notable in 

networks with big size. Indeed, our solution uses a 

mechanism similar to CTP but using an other formula to 

calculate the degree of tolerance which allows to select 

parents with an other manner. So, the network consumes 

its energy according to position and states of each node 

and its neighbors. 

 

  

Fig.11. Impact on life time 

The curves in Fig.11 show a notable divergence in case 

of WSN with big size, indeed, the high density of nodes 

allows our approach to find other paths to conserve 

energy of those used. However in CTP, congestion or 

over-use of a path leads to the premature death of nodes. 

 

 

Fig.12. Parent change in the time 

We note from Fig.12 that the difference in the number 

of parents change in both cases is not important at first, 

and over time a divergence become more important, it is 

explained by the diminution of degree of tolerance 

calculated by our protocol, which requires changes in 

parents in order to ensure a loads balancing. 

  

Fig.13. Change of parents with network size 

Fig.13 also shows the curves of parent change, but this 

time based on the network size.  By increasing the size, 

we observe a difference in the number of parent changes 

relative to the two protocols. It is higher for large-scale 

networks that ensure the existence of other paths where 

the best one will be selected. The use of several 

parameters by our protocol gives more opportunities than 

CTP which use only the quality of links. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

In this paper, we presented a state of the art on the use 

of MAS in wireless sensor networks. According to the 

status of node and its neighbors, the main objective is to 

have a fault-tolerant network and extend its lifetime by 

optimizing the choice of paths based on changing parent 

method. The new concept of degree of tolerance has been 

used in the choosing parent and/or neighbor procedure. 

To respect multi-agent spirit, this is achieved in a 

cooperative and distributed manner. Therefore, a multi-

agent system seems more adapted. The implementation 

using Omnet++/Castalia of our proposal shows the 

relevance of multi agent systems approach compared with 

classical method like CTP. 

Indeed, the simulation results show that our solution 

leads to assess at any time the level of fault tolerance of 

each node which improves the paths selection process 

and therefore the life time of nodes. The performance of 

our approach can be enhanced by providing a formula 

that uses other network parameters to calculate the degree 

of tolerance or even use a probabilistic approach to 

predict the activities of a sensor node such as packet 

traffic. Other perspective works could concern to embed 

security parameters and develop more complex formulas. 

The test of our protocol on a real platform is also the aim 

of further applications. 
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